


/ how we think 

We bring brands to life creating 
live experiences with their  

products and services in real life. 



Název akce
Client:

Název Projektu
Project:

September2022
Date:

L’Oréal
Client:

Matrix Color Festival
Project

September 2017
date



Create an international event with focus on 
engagement to strengthen the emotional 
bond with the brand. The event should be 
the beginning of the new community. Last 
but not least, it is necessary to focus on 
social networks in which clients are weak 
and there is a source of great potential.

Brief:



Název akce
Client:

Název Projektu
Project:

September2022
Date:

Case study:  

https://vimeo.com/200824533



Solution

The easiest way to involve all hairdressers was through a natural 
connection to something they like and what they are familiar with So 

we created the Matrix Color Festival. Color in every possible 
meaning. Color as something they work with every single day, but 

also color in terms of emotions, creativity, fun, life, experience, etc. 
All aspects of the meaning of the word have been translated into a 
certain activity. We have prepared workshops with Matrix Coloring 

with inspirational idols from abroad, color hunt game as ice breaking 
activity at the beginning, a colorful photo booth with holi colors, 
live painting show. The most important part were two big gala 
shows. We have taken over the concept, dramaturgy, direction, 
screenplay and choreography. The first night was prepared as a 

carnival, full of warm, shiny colors and latino music, the other night 
as a futuristic neon show. It was more extravagant, inspirational, 

the main part of the head and body was covered with neon lights 
and was also the only visible and spectacular part. We also took 
over the International Matrix Instagram Account with a quarter 

million followers for 36 hours, and took care of live stories. We shot 
live feeds and videos on Facebook for the Matrix community.



In Numbers

600 
attendees

36 
hour long Instastories and Instagram 

takeover for international Matrix 
Instagram account

250 
#matrixcolorfestival within the group of 

people without any social sites skills 
before the event

48 
hours of live workshops

2 
gala show production including two 

stars from UK and Canada

8 
live videos shot for social medias





Název akce
Client:

Název Projektu
Project:

September2022
Date:

Milka
Client:

Jakože cože festival
Project

September 2015 and September 2016
Date



Concept and realization of the 
Guerrilla act of Milk Lu and Tuc 
product sampling. People had a 

common prejudice with these (sweet 
and salty together cant taste right). 

The greatest impact on PR and WOM 
was required.

Brief:



Název akce
Client:

Název Projektu
Project:

September2022
Date:



Solution

2 Years of the Gourmet Festival Jakoze, coze?! (meaning“Like, 
what?!”). We needed to get closer to the target group. Due to 
prejudice, it was necessary to create an interesting meeting 
place for them in the natural environment. There we could 
offer them a tasting of it. The classic form of sweet chocolate 

with salty cracker gave rise to conflicting feelings, so we 
dissolved the chocolate and served it with small crackers as 
fondue. In addition to the Milka stall, where a fondue product 

was served, another 14 stalls (restaurants and restaurateurs) with 
unusual dishes and flavor combinations were introduced. The 

offer included chocolate cockroaches, hamburgers with 
Olomouc cheese, salmon with white chocolate and raspberries 

or eatable flowers. 

The event was one of the first Food Festivals in Prague, it had 
a great PR effect, and without any media support it had a 
record number of participants at that time - 17000 people.



Media outputs:  

www.youtube.com/watch?v=YJDZQAL-5RU  
fresh.iprima.cz/clanky/jakoze-coze-foodfestival-nad-kterym-zustava-rozum-stat 
fresh.iprima.cz/ohlednuti-za-netradicnim-food-festivalem-jakoze-coze 

http://fresh.iprima.cz/ohlednuti-za-netradicnim-food-festivalem-jakoze-coze


In Numbers

17.000 
attendees

19.000 
portions sold

2 
years of the festival

16.000 
samples 

25 
outputs in media

3 
reports in national TV 





Název akce
Client:

Název Projektu
Project:

September2022
Date:

Hello Bank
Client:

RESTART event pro partnery
Projekt

duben 2017
Datum



Prepare the concept and provide 
execution of the B2B event at 

Vyšehrad for Cetelem's clients and 
the introduction of its new bank 
Hello Bank launch on the market.

Brief:





Solution

The event for the partners was to show that from the “trust house” 
company became a new digital bank. But it does not pose any 

threat to a partner. That was the main aim. On that occasion, we 
had to show modernity, simplicity and shifts in the real world 

through various channels. Thanks to the digital nomadic Petr Mara, 
we proved this change is an innovative step forward. We have 

created and presented a mood video brand explaining the reason 
for changing the bank. Petr has also presented digital applications 

that help in everyday business and life. The client's presentation was 
supported by the live painting of the drawers. In their free time, 

participants could fly a drone and shoot a short selfie video. Then 
they could have their pop art portrait painted. When the artist 

finished, we have share the portrait to the email and they used it as 
profile photo for the social media sites. Thats how we got the 

brand to the world. Other participants painted 3D pictures in virtual 
reality. The ones, that missed old green Credito from BNP Paribas 

could say goodbye by writing the message and attaching to the 
balloon, that flew away to the sky. As a gift, guests took away their 
first Hello Bank card, in the form of USB, to which they could upload 

their personal portrait, drone video, or VR 3D picture.



In numbers

90 
guests

180 
modd video rpoduced for the event

6 
5 activities focus on the main theme 
of digital shift of the world around us

4 
practical uses of the new 

technologies





Název akce
Client:

Název Projektu
Project:

September2022
Date:

Direct Pojišťovna
Client:

Hell in the fridge
Project

july 2016
Date

Bronze in Ambient category, ADC Awards



Client - insurance company can insure 
everything. How do you show everything by a 

guerrilla campaign? Well, boring and though. So 
we showed one type of possible insurance, that 
we thought would move people. We needed to 
find a public place where we could show what 

happens, if you are not carefull.

Brief:





Solution

We installed a specially designed refrigerator overnight in 
the departure hall of the Prague Central Station. Refrigerator 

simulates a "small domestic blackout", in other words, what 
happens to the food in the cooling space if a power failure 
occurs. Within three weeks, the fridge showed a gradual 

destruction of a whole range of food. We shot what is 
happening inside and outside of the fridge nonstop and 

streamed takes of three cameras to the microsite of “Hell in 
the fridge”. The activities associated with this project also 
appeared on social networks in addition to public space. 

Outbreak was behind creative design and digital. We have 
taken care of production and implementation.



In numbers

3000 
people daily passing by and looking 

to the fridge

22 
products in the fridge

3 
weeks of attention





Název akce
Client:

Název Projektu
Project:

September2022
Date:

L’Oréal
Client:

B2E, Employee conference ENIGMA
Project

february 2017
Date



Regular annual meeting for divisional 
sales and marketing representatives. 
The aim was to summarize the year 
2016, to re-energize for 2017, to 
thank, to make this conference 

memorable and to overcome the 
Amazing Christmas party.

Brief:





Case study  
vimeo.com/202747190



Solution:
It was meant to be a celebration, a thank you, but also a working meeting. People 

were involved, entertained, surprised and submerged under the skin. We prepared 
the afternoon conference as a teaser for the evening. The decoration and the spirit 
of the presentations had a subliminal line of mystery in the spirit of "you never know 
what could happen next ..." We got the top management in the stylish hoods and 

masks of Carmina Burana. We visually unified the presentation. The flow of 
presentations deliberately disrupted the dancers with scenic dance, the 

culmination of which was the explosion of invitations to the evening party. Whoever 
wanted to know more had to figure out that the details were written in invisible ink. 

In the evening, the cloakroom replaced an invisible hand in a white glove, a 
welcome drink shining in the dark, sitting by the seating plan at the long 

blackboard. The waitress serving in a white bow tie and gloves. They all behaved 
mysteriously, magnificently. The food was prepared in style - never know what could 

happen / expect. It was a combination of untraditional tastes served on 
unconventional things (photo frame, cocktail glass soup, etc ..) The program was 

supplemented by GM's speech, which spoke to people without opening his mouth 
(his speech we wrote and pre-played in the studio). Then they all got the ancient 

treasure key they could use to open the treasure in a big chest. Only one key was 
correct. The highlight of the evening seemed to be a violinist in the mask, but her 
performance interrupted by breaking the glass on the tray and the onset of the 
dancers who showed an emotional dance experience full of emotion, duel, anger 
and victory. They were dancing over their heads and on the tables attended. The 

dance ended with the unveiling of the "treasure" - gold boxes with champagne as 
a gift for everyone involved.



In numbers 500 
hours of production

23 
pages of the evening script

6 
dishes prepared specially for this 

evening by famous chefs

record 
in number of thank you notes 

for us after the party

4 
amazing chefs cooperating just for 

this project

130 
attendees





Název akce
Client:

Název Projektu
Project:

September2022
Date:

Maybelline
Client:

Brand act at festival POHODA
Project

September 2015, 2016
Datum



the concept of brand activation and 
production of it at the Pohoda 

Festival, Trencin, 2015 and 2016. 
Creative in line with the year-round 

Real Life Filters and Maybelline IT Girl 
campaign

Brief:







Solution

Tent with a campaign visual, female styling to look on the picture 
like it was filtered with one of 6 created filters that was 

communicated in a campaign, and subsequent post-make 
photos. By posting the photo with #MaybellineRLF (meaning 

RealLifeFilters) ladies joined the competition for a win of 
Maybelline cosmetics package worth 200 EUR. Photos were 

massively shared, making it a free brand content and presence 
in social media. Festival participants were invited to the tent with 
a card in the form of a business card delivered by ambassadors. 
It promised them the possibility to take pictures as if using filters, 
where they would look beautiful, but without needing need. 

We took into account the specifics of the target group, so the 
space for makeup and embellishment was prepared in two 

forms. Self stations for more independent girls with their own 
style and the Ambassador available for consultation. The second 
form was a make-up artist who styles the girl to her chosen filter. 

In 2016, we added a € 5 purchase condition for a free trial, which 
increased sales by 300% and interest declined by 0%.



In numbers

30000 
visitors

1000 
people actively engaged at the tent

500 
products solf in record time

1. 
for the 1 time in history brand was 
selling the products in pop up tent

1000 
shares of our hashtag

KEY VISUAL_MOCK 
UP 
Key visual je poskládáný ze tří stripů, na kterých jsou modelky 
nalíčené ve třech, od sebe nejvíce odlišných, Real Life Filtrech 
(ideálně Valencia, Lo-Fi, X-PRO II). Tímto zobrazením 
vysvětlíme, co jsou Real Life Filters. Můžeme tak vidět 
jednotlivé rozdíly mezi filtry, jejich variabilitu a spojit si je  
s nalíčením modelky. 
 
Pro jasné pochopení je u každého stripu (RLF) doplněná  
i patřičná barevná paletka a název filtru.  





Název akce
Client:

Název Projektu
Project:

September2022
Date:

PepsiCo
Client:

Lays brand activation at summer festivals
Project

summer 2016
Date



brand activation idea for the summer 
festival season for,  TG 18-49, man 

and women through people 
engagement.

Brief:



Case study video z akce:  
vimeo.com/200824533



Solution:
We developed a prototype of the game called Lay's Brambolep, 
which was aimed at the Millennials. This generation lives here and 
now, looking for innovation, makes decision by the "FOMO". The 

game was the way how to get under the skin. Contestants threw soft 
balls, which were copies of the potatoes. The balls were specially 
made and covered with a velcro-like material. It was glued both to 

the special trausers that the contestants had to dress, and on the wall 
of the playing arena. Everybody had thirty seconds to throw and stick 

as many potatoes as possible to the other player. The winner was 
gifted with the Lays package. Thanks to the uniqueness of the 

game, it was strongly supported by WOM, where people wanted to 
talk much more about the experience than the classic sampling action 
or activation. They took away experience of min. 2 minutes, which is 
considered as MUST in engagement event marketing. For those who 
moved around at the festivals but did not come around our tent, we 

had a game in Social, where their friends invited them to play 
Brambolep at our tent with the purpose of playing and then enjoying 
the potatoes together. The game was voted as the most attractive 

in the FUN Park for the World Cup in 2016.



In numbers

9 
festivals attended

2400 
players of the game

140000 
people reached

32 
day long roadshow




